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RESEARCH BRIEF

Paleoindian Artifacts of West Virginia
Richard L. Rosencrance

Great Basin Paleoindian Research Unit, Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Reno, NV, USA

ABSTRACT
Paleoindian era archaeological materials remain significantly understudied in West Virginia. This
brief provides the first summary of West Virginian Paleoindian artifacts in 50 years and reports
13 newly identified specimens. Most artifacts derive from the Ohio and Kanawha river valleys
but new finds including fluted, Quad, Beaver Lake, and Dalton point types from some of the
most mountainous portions of the state suggest that early groups also utilized interior river
valleys and uplands.
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Large-scale distributional analyses and regional surveys
have demonstrated that the Appalachian Highlands of
eastern North America have produced far fewer Paleoin-
dian artifacts than surrounding regions (Anderson et al.
2010; Lane and Anderson 2001; Maggard and Stackelbeck
2008; Wittkofski and Reinhart 1989). It is unclear if this
phenomenon is due to an avoidance of high elevation bor-
eal forests by prehistoric foragers, poor site preservation,
survey and recovery biases, or lack of intensive study
(Cremeens and Lothrop 2001; Lothrop et al. 2016; Mag-
gard and Stackelbeck 2008; Miller and Carmody 2016).
In the West Virginia portion of the Appalachian High-
lands, a paucity of professional study seems to be a primary
factor. The only comprehensive report of Paleoindian arti-
facts from West Virginia was published five decades ago
(Broyles 1967). Moreover, no professional research pro-
jects focused primarily on the Paleoindian era have ever
been carried out, and no radiocarbon dates for that period
exist in West Virginia. This report contributes new data
about the Paleoindian record of West Virginia and
provides a county-level distributional overview using
previously reported projectile points.

The Appalachian Highlands refers to the physio-
graphic regions of the Appalachian Plateau and Ridge
and Valley provinces that encompass a large portion of
inland eastern North America (Cremeens, MacDonald,
and Lothrop 2003; Thornbury 1965). The entirety of
West Virginia resides within these two provinces. This
region is a labyrinth of narrow crested dissecting ridges
and valleys with steep slopes and dendritic drainages.
The dramatic topographic relief not only restricted
low-energy travel but it was also a refugium for boreal
forests during the terminal Pleistocene. In terms of

resources, such an environment sits in stark contrast to
the rich, deciduous hardwood forests of the Holocene
(Maxwell and Davis 1972; Miller and Carmody 2016;
Neumann 1992).

West Virginia has been considered part of both south-
eastern and northeasternNorthAmerica in recent regional
overviews of the Paleoindian era, but a lack of site and arti-
fact data from the period has prevented any meaningful
cultural connections (Anderson, Smallwood, and Miller
2015; Lothrop et al. 2016). I invoke projectile point chron-
ologies from both the Northeast and Southeast, consider-
ing the present ambiguity of West Virginia Paleoindian
technology. Through collaboration with the Grave Creek
Mound Archaeological Complex and local informants, I
recorded 13 new projectile points that represent definite
and probable Paleoindian forms. Avocational archaeolo-
gists discovered all of these new artifacts in surface con-
texts. Detailed attribute data for each artifact, which I
recorded following the protocol recommended by the
Paleoindian Database of the Americas (PIDBA), are avail-
able in Supplementary Table 1.

Including the 13 new specimens, 106 Paleoindian pro-
jectile points have been reported to date in West Virginia
(Figure 1). A complete table of county incidences and
reference list is available in Supplementary Table
2. Most artifacts have been found on terraces along the
Ohio and Kanawha river systems where there is more
modern development and lower elevations. There is a
stark change in elevation from west to east on the
West Virginia landscape. The average elevation along
the Ohio and Kanawha rivers is ∼180 meters above sea
level (masl), whereas valley floors of the interior Tygart
and Greenbrier rivers are ∼640 masl. The mountain
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peaks of the interior, associated with the Tygart and
Greenbrier valleys, top out as high as 1490 masl. The
current Paleoindian artifact record for the eastern,
more mountainous portion of the state is sparse, but
seven new artifacts in this report indicate promise for
future survey. Higher artifact densities along the Kana-
wha River, which is fed by various waterways flowing
out of the eastern highlands, may indicate the use of
this river system as a travel route into these interior high-
lands (Anderson and Gillam 2000).

There is a great deal of morphological variability in
West Virginia Paleoindian projectile points, as exempli-
fied in Figure 2. Strictly grouping artifacts into typologies
is problematic but a necessary heuristic device here con-
sidering the surficial recovery of the artifacts. The earliest
identifiable Paleoindian points in West Virginia are rep-
resented by the Clovis type, described as bifacially flaked
points with parallel (or nearly parallel) lateral margins, a
slightly concave base, and a single flute scar on both faces
extending to or below the midpoint (Anderson, Small-
wood, and Miller 2015; Lothrop et al. 2016). Specimens
B and C (although incomplete) in Figure 2 exhibit
these characteristics and represent Clovis points.

Post-Clovis fluted points are far less understood
spatially and temporally; however, Gainey and Redstone
types (Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions, respectively)
are identified as distinct fluted point variations poten-
tially coeval with or directly following Clovis technology
(Anderson, Smallwood, and Miller 2015; Goodyear 2006;
Lothrop et al. 2016). These types are very similar to Clo-
vis points, except they exhibit deeper basal concavities,
multiple flutes (occasionally), and overall longer flutes.
Specimens A, D, E, F, H, and I in Figure 2 vary enough
from the typical Clovis definition that they could poten-
tially be identified as Redstone or Gainey. It is also poss-
ible that these points represent a local variation of fluting
technology not yet fully understood.

Specimen A in Figure 2 exhibits one long flute (past
the midline) on each side while specimens D, E, and F
have multiple long flutes and deep basal concavities.
Specimen E is intriguing because it exhibits multiple
flutes, a shallow basal concavity (2.7 mm), a small basal
width (20.0 mm), and a wide midsection (26.8 mm) – a
suite of traits unlike most fluted points. The informant
identified the detailed origin of Specimen E in the Tygart
Valley, adding a degree of provenience not available for

Figure 1 Distribution map of Paleoindian artifacts throughout West Virginia (original from The National Map (USGS 2009)).
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11 of the 13 new artifacts. Specimen H has been inten-
sively retouched but it has a shallow basal concavity,
very thin in cross-section, and hasmultiple basal thinning
scars or attempted flutes. It is important to note that while

Specimen I is similar in morphology (other than the
apparent flute on one side) to Middle Woodland Copena
Triangular points known to have both basal grinding and
thinning, no Copena Triangular points have been

Figure 2 Newly identified West Virginia Paleoindian artifacts (A: Redstone or Gainey point, Kanawha County; B: Clovis point, Tyler
County; C: Clovis point, Randolph County; D: fluted point, Pocahontas County; E: fluted point, Randolph County; F: fluted point, Plea-
sants County; G: lanceolate point, Kanawha County; H: basally thinned concave base point, Randolph County; I: possible fluted point,
Kanawha County; J: Dalton point, Randolph County; K: Quad point, Randolph County; L: Quad point, Kanawha County; M: Beaver Lake
point, Nicholas County) (image credits: B and D, courtesy of the Grave Creek Mound Archaeological Complex Research Facility of the
West Virginia Division of Culture and History).
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recovered in West Virginia. Instead, they are mainly
restricted to Tennessee and Alabama (Justice 1987; Bob
Maslowski, personal communication, 2017). Therefore,
I classified Specimen I as a post-Clovis Paleoindian point.

Specimens C, D, and E in Figure 2 are made of Hills-
dale chert, a moderate- to high-quality toolstone found
∼100 km (C, E) and ∼25 km (D) south from where the
specimens were recovered, suggesting a northward
movement of toolstone and/or groups (Brashler and Les-
ser 1990; Trimmer 2011). Specimens A and B are made
of Kanawha chert, a low to moderate quality chert found
in central West Virginia (Brashler and Lesser 1990).
Specimen A originated in the Kanawha source basin,
but B was found ∼125 km north of source locations.
Specimens F, H, and I are made of raw materials that
do not resemble known West Virginia cherts.

Regional projectile point variation expanded during
the Late Paleoindian period (12,850–11,700 cal yr BP)
in both the Northeast and Southeast (Anderson, Small-
wood, and Miller 2015; Lothrop et al. 2016). Two
Quad points (K and L in Figure 2) and one Beaver
Lake point (M) were recorded, marking the first reported
artifacts of these types in West Virginia. Quad points are
typically unfluted, short, lanceolate, and possess basal
ears and a concave base. Beaver Lake points are unfluted,
have excurvate margins, narrow concave bases, and basal
ears. Both Quad points are made of unknown chert types
not known for West Virginia and exhibit resharpening.
Specimen M appears to be manufactured on Kanawha
chert, found ∼40 km east of source locations.

Dalton points show a good deal of variation across the
South but are generally described as lanceolate or “trian-
guloid-bladed” with serrated edges, parallel lateral mar-
gins on the hafting element with heavy grinding, a deep
basal concavity, and occasional basal thinning removals
(Justice 1987, 40). One new Dalton point (Specimen J in
Figure 2) was recorded, bringing the state total to six
(Applegarth and Davis 1982; Lewis 1958; Wilkins 1978).
It is made of an unknown non-local chert. The informant
shared the precise recovery location in the Tygart Valley.
Specimen G’s basal thinning, excurvate shape, and wide
midsection suggest that it dates to the Late Paleoindian
period. It is likely made of Kanawha chert and was
found in the Kanawha source basin. One other unfluted
lanceolate point with only state-level provenience infor-
mation was included in the overall count (n = 106) but
not included in Figure 2.

This brief overview brings together raw numbers and
source information to provide a much-needed baseline
for future research into West Virginia Paleoindian life-
ways and should be expanded to include a more exten-
sive review of cultural resource management reports.
Future surveys should investigate floodplains of major

river drainages that may have deeply buried deposits
which escape agricultural plowing and cultural resource
management surveys. Toolstone source areas, which are
limited in the state and will likely produce higher den-
sities of artifacts, should also be a focus of future work
(Miller 2016). With cooperation from local informants,
two Paleoindian site locations with potential for buried
deposits were identified in this study, highlighting the
critical role that avocational archaeologists can play in
professional research (Pitblado 2014).

Of important note is the fact that all Late Paleoindian
artifacts identified in this study are found in the higher
elevations of eastern West Virginia. This fact, juxtaposed
against the overall density of early, fluted examples along
the Ohio River, suggests a pattern like that demonstrated
by Miller and Carmody (2016) in Tennessee. Their study
suggests that foragers avoided higher elevations until the
warming climate of the early Holocene allowed more
biotically rewarding hardwood forests to replace the bor-
eal forest of the terminal Pleistocene. While preliminary,
this pattern can serve to guide future research questions
concerning Paleoindian landscape use in West Virginia.
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